Alachua FreeNet Volunteers

CNS employees also donate their time and expertise to Alachua FreeNet, a supported and sponsored system that gives access to the Internet and community resources to more than 10,000 people.
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CNS employees also donate their time and expertise to Alachua FreeNet, a supported and sponsored system that gives access to the Internet and community resources to more than 10,000 people.

Eli Ben Shoshan, CNS computer programmer, has been volunteering for AFN for about two years. "I wanted to gain some experience in UNIX system administration and AFN needed the help. So I helped," Eli said. He's in charge of daily system administration duties and is on the Board of Directors. Eli puts in anywhere from five to 20 hours a week volunteering for FreeNet. Steve Ulmer, senior systems programmer at CNS, helps Eli when problems get tricky.

CNS Assistant Director Dave Pokorney, vice president of AFN and one of its founders, has served on the Board of Directors since FreeNet's inception in 1994.

Owen Kavanagh, CNS student assistant, helps Eli with the day-to-day system administration of FreeNet.

Background left, Dave Pokorney, Steve Ulmer; foreground left to right, Eli Ben Shoshan and Owen Kavanagh.
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